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(54) BIOPARTICLE CHARACTERIZATION AND IDENTIFICATION

(57) A method (200) for characterizing and identify-
ing a bioparticle is described. The method comprises in-
troducing (220) the sample to a substrate having a sur-
face comprising a plurality of binding sites whereon bio-
particles can be bound, determining (230), for at least
one temperature, data representative for the interface

thermal resistance of the surface of the substrate suffi-
ciently long to include the detachment process of the bi-
oparticles, and deriving (240), for the at least one tem-
perature, a bioparticle retention time and/or detachment
rate from the data representative for the interface thermal
resistance data.
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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The invention relates to the field of characteriz-
ing bioparticles. More specifically it relates to devices and
methods for identifying bioparticles such as cells with
high selectivity and with low detection limit.

Background of the invention

[0002] In many types of cancer, e.g. breast cancer,
cells are released from the primary tumor and circulate
in the blood stream until they lodge elsewhere in the body.
The detection and identification of these circulating tumor
cells (CNT’s) is of major importance for an early diagno-
sis, for avoiding metastases, and for the follow-up of ther-
apies. Early stage cancer detection is a milestone in can-
cer diagnosis and has triggered a plethora of studies with
the aim to increase selectivity and reduce the limit of de-
tection. To date, the available techniques for early cancer
diagnosis using blood or liquid biopsies are often based
on fluorescently-activated cell sorting (FACS, requiring
fluorescent cell-labeling). This technique is time consum-
ing and requires expensive instrumentation operated by
specialized staff. Nevertheless, to date also other tech-
niques are known.
[0003] One example of a technique that can be used
is thermos rheology, as for example described byT.R.
Kiessling in New Journal of Physics 15 (2013) art. No.
045026. The technique has the advantage that is pro-
vides information on the mechanical properties of cells
upon environmental changes but has the disadvantage
that fluorescent labels are needed and that it requires
laborious optical imaging and data processing.
[0004] In still another technique, use is made of fluo-
rescence assisted cell sorting, as for example described
by L. Bonetta in Nature Methods 2 (2005) 785 - 795. The
technique has the advantage of having a high specificity
and allowing a very low detection limit, but fluorescent
labels are required. Other disadvantages are that cells
need to be suspended such that information on tissue
and cell-cell interactions are unavailable as well as the
data processing is complicated due to the massive
amounts of data that are obtained.
[0005] Yet another known technique for detecting cer-
tain types of cells is using a compact lens-free imaging
flow cytometer, as for example described in Vercruysse
et al. in Lab on a Chip 15 (2015) 1123 -1132. In this setup,
a lens-free imaging system is used for imaging cells in a
flow cytometer. Advantages of this technique are the fact
that it is label-free, requires small volumes, is sensitive
to cell morphology and has the potential for further min-
iaturization. Nevertheless, using holographic images as
is done in this technique results in a low resolution and
the post analysis of the images is complex.
[0006] In addition, a method for identifying circulatory
tumor cells (CTCs) in blood samples has been devel-

oped. This techniques, referred to as the CellSearch™
is described by Riethdorf, Sabine, et al., in Clinical Can-
cer Research 13.3 (2007): 920-928. The CellSearch™
uses protein-coated magnetic beads, which bind to can-
cer cells. The cells then are separated from the sample
by applying a magnetic field to the mixture before being
subjected to further analysis. As a major disadvantage,
this technique involves fluorescent staining the candidate
cells and labelling the magnetic beads, thus, making the
technique both laborious and expensive.
[0007] Also, molecular methods are used for the de-
tection of cells, especially pathogens. These methods,
reviewed in Law, Jodi Woan-Fei, et al in Frontiers in
microbiology 5 (2015): 770 are based polymerase chain
reactions oligonucleotide DNA microarrays, fluorescent
in situ hybridization, and pyrosequencing. However
these techniques lack specificity and require target en-
richment prior to detection. Unfortunately, common en-
richment techniques suffer from cell loss, sample con-
tamination and/or require laborious labelling steps. More-
over, these techniques are time inefficient and require
highly skilled staff, as well as bulky and expensive instru-
mentation.
[0008] There is still a need for good methods and de-
vice for characterizing or identifying bioparticles such as
for example cells or cell types.

Summary of the invention

[0009] It is an object of the present invention to provide
good methods and devices for identifying bioparticles,
such as cells or cell types, at low concentrations for ex-
ample in body fluids, beverages, liquefied food samples,
environmental samples and buffer solutions. It is an ad-
vantage of embodiments that identification of cells with-
out using labelling or staining agents or cell-type specific
antibodies.
[0010] The present invention relates to a method for
characterizing a bioparticle, the method comprising
introducing the sample to a substrate having a surface
comprising a plurality of binding sites whereon bioparti-
cles can be bound,
determining, for at least one temperature, data repre-
sentative for the interface thermal resistance of the sur-
face of the substrate sufficiently long to include the de-
tachment process of the bioparticles, and
deriving, for the at least one temperature, a bioparticle
retention time and/or detachment rate from the data rep-
resentative for the interface thermal resistance data. It is
an advantage of embodiments of the present invention
that a method is provided that label free detection can
be obtained. It is also an advantage that no staining
agents or cell-type specific antibodies need to be used.
It is an advantage of embodiments according to the
present invention that a method is provided that is low-
cost, fact, user-friendly and can be applied to bioparticles
such as cells at low concentrations in samples. The sub-
strate may be a structured substrate and the binding sites
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may be binding cavities in which bioparticles can be
bound.
[0011] Determining data representative for thermal re-
sistance data may be performed for a plurality of temper-
atures and deriving a bioparticle retention time and/or
detachment rate from the thermal resistance data com-
prises determining bioparticle retention time and/or de-
tachment rate as function of temperature.
[0012] It is an advantage of embodiments according
to the present invention that even a more accurate de-
tection can be obtained based on the temperature de-
pendency of the retention time and/or detachment rate
of the particles under study.
[0013] Determining data representative for thermal re-
sistance data may comprise providing a heating power
using a power at a first side of the structured substrate
and sensing at least a temperature at the first side of the
substrate and at a second side, opposite to the first side
with respect to the substrate.
[0014] The method may comprise obtaining a sub-
strate having a surface comprising a plurality of binding
cavities in which the target bioparticle can be bound.
[0015] The method further may comprise, prior to said
recording and said deriving, rinsing the substrate with a
fluid.
[0016] The method may comprise providing a sample
fluid in contact with the surface comprising the plurality
of binding sites and/or wherein said obtaining a substrate
comprises binding the target bioparticles to the surface
comprising the plurality of binding sites.
[0017] The present invention also relates to a bio-sens-
ing device suitable for the detection and/or characteriza-
tion of target bioparticles, the bio-sensing device com-
prising a heating element for heating using a power,
a sample holder comprising a substrate having a surface
comprising a plurality of binding sites to which target bi-
oparticles can bind, the sample holder further being
adapted for exposing the substrate at one side to the
heating element,
a first temperature sensing element for sensing a tem-
perature at the side where the substrate can be exposed
to the heating element and a second temperature sens-
ing element for sensing a temperature at the side oppo-
site thereto with respect to the substrate,
a processing means programmed for determining, for at
least one temperature, data representative for thermal
resistance data based on temperature values obtained
with the first temperature sensing element and the sec-
ond temperature sensing element and the power for the
heating element,
said processing means furthermore being programmed
for deriving, for at least the one temperature, a bioparticle
retention time from the thermal resistance data.
[0018] The processing means may be programmed for
calculating data representative of thermal resistance da-
ta as function of temperature and for deriving bioparticle
retention time as function of temperature.
[0019] The substrate may be an imprinted substrate.

[0020] The substrate may be a polymer.
[0021] The biosensing device may be adapted for char-
acterising target bioparticles with an average diameter
of D, and wherein the binding cavities in the substrate
have an average diameter in the range 1.5 times D to
0.5 times D.
[0022] The binding cavities in the substrate may have
an average diameter in the range 0.1nm to 100mm. The
structured substrate may be a surface imprinted sub-
strate or a molecularly imprinted substrate. The surface
of the binding cavities may be functionalized for specific
binding of the particles.
[0023] The biosensing device may comprise, at a side
of the structured substrate opposite to the thermal ele-
ment, a fluid compartment for exposing that side of the
structured substrate to a fluid, the second temperature
sensing element being positioned in the fluid compart-
ment.
[0024] The processing means may be adapted for out-
putting, based on the obtained bioparticle retention time,
a characteristic of the target bioparticles.
[0025] The heating element may be controlled by a
power resistor providing an input power. The first tem-
perature sensing element and/or the second temperature
sensing element may be a thermocouple. The biosensing
device may comprise a controller for controlling the heat-
ing element and for controlling the temperature sensing
elements for obtaining input power and temperature val-
ues for different temperatures as sensed with the first
temperature sensing element.
[0026] The present invention also relates to a controller
being programmed for performing a method as described
above.
[0027] The present invention also relates to a computer
program product comprising instructions which, when ex-
ecuted on a processing means, induce a method as de-
scribed above.
[0028] The present invention also relates to a diagnos-
tic device comprising a biosensing device as described
above, the diagnostic device furthermore being adapted
for deriving based on a characterization of the bioparticle
a pathology of an object.
[0029] Particular and preferred aspects of the inven-
tion are set out in the accompanying independent and
dependent claims. Features from the dependent claims
may be combined with features of the independent claims
and with features of other dependent claims as appro-
priate and not merely as explicitly set out in the claims.
[0030] These and other aspects of the invention will be
apparent from and elucidated with reference to the em-
bodiment(s) described hereinafter.

Brief description of the drawings

[0031]

FIG. 1 illustrates the cell-detachment time td50, illus-
trating an aspect of embodiments of the present in-
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vention.
FIG. 2 illustrates the use of liquid temperature anal-
ysis, as can be used in an embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 3 illustrates a flow chart of a method according
to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 4a and FIG. 4b illustrates the heat transfer re-
sistance response showing spontaneous detach-
ment of bound yeast cells (FIG. 4a) and ZR-75
breast-cancer cells from the SIP layer (FIG. 4b), il-
lustrating aspects of embodiments of the present in-
vention.
FIG. 5 illustrates the cell retention time td50 as func-
tion of the temperature measured at the SIP sensor
chip, according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention.
FIG. 6 shows a heat transfer mass device with a
polymer surface, including especially surface-im-
printed polymer layers acting as the receptor for spe-
cific cell detection, according to an embodiment of
the present invention.
FIG. 7 shows the total provided energy required to
detach three different types of cells from a surface-
imprinted chip as calculated, as can be obtained us-
ing an embodiment of the present invention. This
energy analysis opens the possibility to characterize
cells in terms of adhesion.

[0032] Any reference signs in the claims shall not be
construed as limiting the scope.
[0033] In the different drawings, the same reference
signs refer to the same or analogous elements.

Detailed description of illustrative embodiments

[0034] The present invention will be described with re-
spect to particular embodiments and with reference to
certain drawings but the invention is not limited thereto
but only by the claims. The drawings described are only
schematic and are non-limiting. In the drawings, the size
of some of the elements may be exaggerated and not
drawn on scale for illustrative purposes. The dimensions
and the relative dimensions do not correspond to actual
reductions to practice of the invention.
[0035] The terms first, second and the like in the de-
scription and in the claims, are used for distinguishing
between similar elements and not necessarily for de-
scribing a sequence, either temporally, spatially, in rank-
ing or in any other manner. It is to be understood that the
terms so used are interchangeable under appropriate cir-
cumstances and that the embodiments of the invention
described herein are capable of operation in other se-
quences than described or illustrated herein.
[0036] It is to be noticed that the term "comprising",
used in the claims, should not be interpreted as being
restricted to the means listed thereafter; it does not ex-
clude other elements or steps. It is thus to be interpreted
as specifying the presence of the stated features, inte-

gers, steps or components as referred to, but does not
preclude the presence or addition of one or more other
features, integers, steps or components, or groups there-
of. Thus, the scope of the expression "a device compris-
ing means A and B" should not be limited to devices con-
sisting only of components A and B. It means that with
respect to the present invention, the only relevant com-
ponents of the device are A and B.
[0037] Reference throughout this specification to "one
embodiment" or "an embodiment" means that a particular
feature, structure or characteristic described in connec-
tion with the embodiment is included in at least one em-
bodiment of the present invention. Thus, appearances
of the phrases "in one embodiment" or "in an embodi-
ment" in various places throughout this specification are
not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment, but
may. Furthermore, the particular features, structures or
characteristics may be combined in any suitable manner,
as would be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art
from this disclosure, in one or more embodiments.
[0038] Similarly it should be appreciated that in the de-
scription of exemplary embodiments of the invention, var-
ious features of the invention are sometimes grouped
together in a single embodiment, figure, or description
thereof for the purpose of streamlining the disclosure and
aiding in the understanding of one or more of the various
inventive aspects. This method of disclosure, however,
is not to be interpreted as reflecting an intention that the
claimed invention requires more features than are ex-
pressly recited in each claim. Rather, as the following
claims reflect, inventive aspects lie in less than all fea-
tures of a single foregoing disclosed embodiment. Thus,
the claims following the detailed description are hereby
expressly incorporated into this detailed description, with
each claim standing on its own as a separate embodi-
ment of this invention.
[0039] Furthermore, while some embodiments de-
scribed herein include some but not other features in-
cluded in other embodiments, combinations of features
of different embodiments are meant to be within the
scope of the invention, and form different embodiments,
as would be understood by those in the art. For example,
in the following claims, any of the claimed embodiments
can be used in any combination.
[0040] In the description provided herein, numerous
specific details are set forth. However, it is understood
that embodiments of the invention may be practiced with-
out these specific details. In other instances, well-known
methods, structures and techniques have not been
shown in detail in order not to obscure an understanding
of this description.
[0041] Where in embodiments of the present invention
reference is made to a bioparticle, this is defined as a
relatively small or the smallest discrete portion or amount
of biological material. This encompasses e.g. a cell or a
molecule. Where reference is made to target bioparticles,
reference is made to those particles targeted for charac-
terizing using the present technique.
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[0042] Where in embodiments according to the
present invention reference is made to thermal resist-
ance Rth, reference is made to the ratio of the temperature
difference ΔT of the temperature at each side of the im-
printed substrate comprising the target bioparticles to the
input power P, i.e. Rth = ΔT/P.
[0043] Where in embodiments of the present invention
reference is made to cavity or binding cavity, reference
is made to an hollow space or hole in a substrate wherein
the target bioparticles can position themselves.
[0044] Where in embodiments of the present invention
reference is made to a structured substrate, reference is
made to a substrate that does not have a flat surface,
but that has shallow or deep cavities in the surface.
[0045] In a first aspect, embodiments of the present
invention relate to a method for characterizing a biopar-
ticle. Typically in an application, the bioparticle may be
a target bioparticle being a particle of interest, e.g. for
testing whether certain bioparticles are present in a sam-
ple. According to embodiments of the present invention,
the method comprises introducing the sample to a sub-
strate having a surface comprising a plurality of binding
sites to which bioparticles can be bound. The method
furthermore comprises, for at least one substrate tem-
perature, determining data representative for interface
thermal resistance data of the surface of the substrate
for a sufficiently long time to include the entire detach-
ment process.- The method also comprises deriving, for
the at least one temperature, a bioparticle retention time
from the data representative for the thermal resistance
data. The data representative for thermal resistance data
may be thermal resistance data or may be for example
temperature data that, under known heating conditions,
correspond with thermal resistance data. The substrate
may be a structured substrate with binding cavities as
binding sites.
[0046] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, determination of data representative for the
thermal resistance data may be performed for a plurality
of temperatures and deriving a bioparticle retention time
from the thermal resistance data may comprise deter-
mining bioparticle retention time as function of tempera-
ture for pre-determined substrate and medium condi-
tions.
[0047] It was surprisingly found that there was a re-
lease of the bioparticles after a certain retention time,
allowing accurate characterisation of the type of the bi-
oparticle, e.g. cell. It thus was found that there is a char-
acteristic and sharply defined retention time after which
all cells bound on a SIP release collectively. The retention
time is cell-type- and temperature dependent and this
information can be used to estimate the adhesion energy,
being in turn characteristic for the cell-type under study.
It thereby is to be noted that the collective spontaneous
release is unrelated to the cell cycle and the phenomenon
occurs also with dead cells.
[0048] The bioparticle retention time, also referred to
as the bioparticle detachment time, is determined as the

time span describing the length of time for all, or a fraction
of cells to remain attached. In some embodiments, for
example a bioparticle retention time td50, is used, ex-
pressing the time span between the medium exchange,
resulting in a sharp initial Rth peak, and the mid-point of
the detachment process. It is the total time to detach 50%
of the cells. The definition of detachment time here is a
working definition. It includes any time used to describe
the time span between cell adhesion and detachment.
The cell detachment time td50 is illustrated in FIG. 1. Thus
the retention time is the time span between the end of
the injection of cells until the equilibrium Rth or medium
temperature signal changes by 50%.
[0049] In embodiments of the present invention, the
principle of detection and identification of different cells
types by estimating their adhesion energy to synthetic
receptors using a thermal transport method is thus ex-
ploited. A rough estimation of the energy required by the
cells to detach was determined by multiplying the sup-
plied heating power with the cell-detachment time (or re-
tention time) td. The temperature-time correlation is con-
sidered as a fingerprint for each cell and can be related
to the adhesion energy profile of the specific type of cell
to its imprint.
[0050] By way of illustration, embodiments of the
present invention not being limited thereto, an example
of a flowchart illustrating steps of an exemplary method
for characterising cells is shown in FIG. 3. The method
can be easily applied using a device as will be described
in the second aspect, although embodiments are not lim-
ited thereto.
[0051] In a first step 210 of the method 200, the sample
as well as the device may undergo some preparatory
steps 210, such as sample preparation, cleaning of the
device, performing some calibration steps etc. Although
such steps may result in more accurate results obtained
by the method, such steps are not considered essential
for performing methods according to embodiments of the
present invention. The preparatory steps 210 may also
include the step of obtaining a substrate.
[0052] Obtaining the substrate can be performed in a
plurality of manners. The substrate may be previously
made. The substrate has a surface comprising a plurality
of binding sites to which bioparticles can be bound. In
some embodiments obtaining the substrate may be ob-
taining an imprinted substrate and may comprise insert-
ing or positioning orfixing the structured substrate on or
in the sample holder. The latter may correspond with in-
serting of a sample imprinted substrate (as a cartridge)
into a cartridge reader. In an embodiment of the invention,
the substrate is a surface imprinted substrate such as a
surface imprinted polymer. In a first step, the surface im-
printed polymer may be fabricated by polymerizing a
Polyurethane mixture up to the gelling point. The Poly-
urethane gel is then diluted and spincoated on a trans-
ducer (e.g. a metal substrate). In a second step, template
cells are spincoated on a PDMS stamp. In a third step,
the PDMS stamp is pressed into the polyurethane layer.
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In a fourth step, the template cells and the stamp are
removed, the layer can now specifically rebind a target
cell.
[0053] In one embodiment of the invention, the sub-
strate is a molecularly imprinted substrate such as a mo-
lecularly imprinted polymer. In a first sub-step a polym-
erizing template with functional monomers in a cross-
linked matrix, in a second sub-step the template is ex-
tracted. In a third sub-step, binding cavities (micro/nano-
cavities) are obtained which can specifically rebind the
target.
[0054] In a second step, the method 200 comprises
the step of introducing 220 the sample to a substrate
having a surface comprising a plurality of binding sites
to which bioparticles can be bound. Stated differently,
the sample is introduced to the substrate layer. By doing
so, bioparticles will bind to the sites, e.g. for a structured
substrate with binding cavities the bioparticles will bind
in the binding cavities of the structured substrate. Ac-
cording to embodiments of the present invention, this in-
troducing step is applied sufficiently long such that not
only the binding of the particles at the binding sites is
performed but also that detachment and detachment rate
of the bioparticles from the binding cavities can be mon-
itored. According to at least some embodiments of the
invention, before providing a heating power, the struc-
tured substrate is rinsed with a fluid. The forces exerted
by the liquid flow are sufficient to break non-specific stick-
ing between target bioparticle and binding cavities, which
match only in size while missing chemical complemen-
tarities, therefore being less or not accurately bound. Bi-
oparticles other than target bioparticles, which are only
weakly and non-specifically bound are released from the
substrate by rinsing while the target bioparticles remain
sticking to the binding sites of the substrate. As an ad-
vantage, the step of rinsing before providing a heating
power enhances the selectivity of the target bioparticle
detection. According to some embodiments of the inven-
tion, PBS can be used as rinsing fluid.
[0055] In a third step, the method 200 comprises de-
termining 230 data representative for thermal resistance
data of the surface of the substrate for at least one sub-
strate temperature, whereby the determining occurs suf-
ficiently long to record data not only the moment of bind-
ing of the bioparticles in the binding cavities but also the
moment and the entire process of detachment of the bi-
oparticles from the binding sites. Determining data rep-
resentative for thermal resistance data typically may
comprise providing a heating power using a power at a
first side of the substrate. The latter results in a temper-
ature gradient being present over the substrate and thus
- when bound in the binding cavities - over the target
bioparticles to be characterized and/or detected. The de-
termination of data representative for the thermal resist-
ance also typically comprises sensing at least a temper-
ature at the first side of the biocompatible substrate and
at a second side, opposite to the first side with respect
to the substrate. From these measurements and the pow-

er for the heating element used, according to embodi-
ments of the present invention, at least one thermal re-
sistance value can be calculated. By way of example, a
savitskygolay filter could be used for the processing of
the data, although embodiments of the present invention
are not limited thereto. It is to be noticed that systems
may be programmed for using, for a given power, tem-
perature data as representative for interface thermal re-
sistance data, such that during use the interface thermal
resistance data are not explicitly calculated but use is
made of temperature data and of the correspondence
between the temperature data and the interface thermal
resistance data for a given power applied.
[0056] In some embodiments, calculating at least one
thermal resistance value comprises determining the ther-
mal resistance as function of temperature, i.e. determin-
ing different thermal resistance values at different tem-
peratures. The calculating may furthermore include ap-
plying a filter for improving the signal to noise ratio. The
temperature used as reference can in principle be chosen
and may for example be the temperature sensed with
the first temperature sensing element.
[0057] In yet a further step, the method 200 comprises
deriving a bioparticle retention time 240 and/or detach-
ment rate from the thermal resistance. In some embod-
iments, a retention time and/or detachment rate of the
bioparticles as function of temperature is obtained. The
retention time and/or detachment rate or the retention
time and/or detachment rate as function of temperature
may be used as a fingerprint for characterizing the bio-
particle in the sample that is studied.
[0058] Further optional steps of the method according
to embodiments of the present invention may express
the functionality of components described in the second
aspect, or may correspond with features as described in
the example below.
[0059] An example of the time dependence of the sta-
bility of cells-SIP adhesion is illustrated in FIG. 4a for
yeast cells. Upon addition of yeast cells, an increase of
Rth by 2.5 °C/W was observed indicating cell binding to
the imprinted chip consisting of a thin polyurethane layer
on aluminium. After 45 min, a slow decrease in the Rth
signal is observed followed by a sharp drop, after which
the initial baseline of Rth prior to cell addition is recovered.
In FIG. 4b, the thermal resistance Rth response at 37 °C
chip temperature is shown, indicating spontaneous de-
tachment of bound yeast cells (FIG. 4a) and ZR-75
breast-cancer cells from the SIP layer (FIG. 4b).
[0060] By way of illustration, an example of a curve
illustrating cell retention time td for yeast as a function of
the temperature measured at the backside of the SIP
sensor chip is shown in FIG. 5. The temperature-time
correlation is considered as a fingerprint for the cell type
and can be related to the adhesion energy profile of the
specific type of cell to its imprint.
[0061] In a second aspect, the preset invention relates
to a biosensing device suitable for the characterization
of target bioparticles. According to embodiments of the
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present invention, the bio-sensing device comprising a
heating element for heating using a power and a sample
holder comprising a substrate having a surface compris-
ing a plurality of binding sites to which target bioparticles
can bind, the sample holder further being adapted for
exposing the substrate at one side to the heating element.
The device also comprises a first temperature sensing
element for sensing a temperature at the side where the
substrate can be exposed to the heating element and a
second temperature sensing element for sensing a tem-
perature at the side opposite thereto with respect to the
substrate. The temperature information thereby is re-
corded sufficiently long to include the moment of detach-
ment of the bioparticles. According to embodiments of
the present invention, the device also comprises a
processing means programmed for determining data
representative for thermal resistance value based on
temperature values obtained with the first temperature
sensing element and the second temperature sensing
element and the power for the heating element. The
processing means furthermore is programmed for deriv-
ing, for the at least one temperature, a bioparticle reten-
tion time from the thermal resistance data. According to
some embodiments of the present invention, recording
of thermal resistance data may be performed for a plu-
rality of temperatures and deriving a bioparticle retention
time and/or detachment rate from the thermal resistance
data may comprise determining bioparticle retention time
and/or detachment rate as function of temperature.
[0062] By way of illustration, embodiments of the
present invention not limited thereto, a schematic over-
view of standard and optional components is shown in
FIG. 6. According to embodiments of the present inven-
tion, the bio-sensing device 100 comprises a heating el-
ement 101. Such a heating element 101 may in one ex-
ample be a block of solid material and a heating element,
e.g. a power resistor providing an input power. In principle
any type of heating element may be used. The heating
element according to embodiments typically is adapted
- e.g. in relative position with respect to the sample or
sample-substrate - so that a temperature gradient is cre-
ated over the sample or sample-substrate. Heating ele-
ments thus may be used that provide a heating source
at one side of the sample or sample-substrate, which
transfers through the sample, and then goes into the fluid
positioned at the opposite side of the sample or sample-
substrate (i.e. opposite to the heating element, with ref-
erence to the substrate.
[0063] The biosensor 100 furthermore comprises a
sample holder 102. The sample holder 102 according to
embodiments of the present invention comprises a sub-
strate 103 having a surface comprising a plurality of bind-
ing sites to which target bioparticles can bind. Such a
structured substrate may for example be a substrate hav-
ing a plurality of binding cavities in which target biopar-
ticles can bind, such as an imprinted substrate, although
embodiments of the present invention are not limited
thereto and e.g. a structured substrate based on laser

ablation of cavities also can be used. The sample holder
102 furthermore is adapted for exposing the substrate at
one side to the heating element. The device 100 further-
more comprises a first temperature sensing element 104
for sensing a temperature at the side where the substrate
103 can be exposed to the heating element 101 and a
second temperature sensing element 105 for sensing a
temperature at the side opposite thereto with respect to
the substrate 103. Such temperature sensing elements
104, 105 can be any type of temperature sensing ele-
ments 104, 105, one example being a thermocouple. The
device 100 also may comprise more than two sensing
elements, such as for example an array of temperature
sensing elements, although for operating embodiments
of the invention, two temperature sensing elements are
sufficient.
[0064] According to embodiments of the invention, the
heating element 101 is in direct contact with a metal block
109 which is in direct contact with a metal carrier 110.
Heat produced by the heating element 101 is transferred
to the substrate 103 through the metal block 109 and the
metal carrier 110. In a particular embodiment of the in-
vention, the metal block 109 is a copper block. In a par-
ticular embodiment of the invention, the metal carrier 109
is an aluminum block.
[0065] According to an embodiment of the invention,
the substrate 103 is a substrate layer deposited on the
metal carrier 110. In a particular embodiment of the in-
vention, the substrate 103 is a thin layer of polymer ma-
terial, e.g. a thin layer of polyurethane. The thickness of
such a layer may for example be one or a few micrometer.
In one embodiments, this may be for example about
1.2mm.
[0066] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, the substrate 103 may be an imprinted sub-
strate 103. Such an imprinted substrate may be a surface
imprinted polymer (SIP). The device may then be espe-
cially suitable for detecting and/or characterizing biolog-
ical cells, although embodiments are not limited thereto.
Advantageously, the biosensing device 100 may be used
to differentiate between biological cells by slight differ-
ences in shape, size and functionalities in functional
groups on their surface.
[0067] The surface may have cavities of which the di-
ameter is adapted to the average size of the particles
envisaged for detection with the sensing device. For cell
imprinted polymer layers, the average diameter of the
imprints may correspond with between 0.5 and 0.9 times
the average diameter of the cell. For small molecules
(MIPs) the imprinting cavities advantageously may be
bigger than the target molecule.
[0068] The binding cavities in the substrate may have
an average diameter in the range 0.1nm to 100mm, e.g.
depending on the application and particles envisaged.
For SIP’s the average diameter may be in the range 1mm
to 100mm, e.g. between 2mm and 25mm, such as be-
tween 3mm and 22 mm. For the small molecules (MIPs)
the average diameter may be between 0.1 nm and 100
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nm.
[0069] In some embodiments, the synthetic receptors
are surface-imprinted polymer (SIP) layers covered with
imprints of different types of target cells: In the examples
used, the breast-cancer cell lines MCF-7 and ZR-75, and
yeast for comparison. The SIP layers were coupled to
the ’HTM’ transducer platform, which measures the heat-
transfer resistance Rth of the solid-liquid interface.
[0070] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, the substrate 103 is a layer covered with re-
ceptors created by imprinting techniques, including mo-
lecular imprinting (MIP) and surface imprinting (SIP).
When using a surface imprinted polymer, the biosensing
device 100 may be especially suitable for detecting mol-
ecules, although embodiments of the present invention
are not limited thereto. Advantageously the biosensing
device is able to perform fast and low-cost measure-
ments in biological samples.
[0071] As indicated above, also other types of sub-
strates 103 can be used, such as substrates structured
using other types of imprinting, using laser ablation, by
microspotting, by growing MIPs directly on the surface,
by ion beam lithography, by ink-jetting, ... Advantageous-
ly in some embodiments the cavities furthermore are
functionalized, so that the inner surface of the cavities is
designed to attract and/or specifically bind bioparticles.
Alternatively, the substrates are not structured but only
functionalized. The functionalization may be performed
using e.g. functional groups, complementary groups, or-
ganisms or fractions thereof, ....
[0072] The biosensing device 100 furthermore com-
prises a processing means 106 programmed for calcu-
lating at least one thermal resistance value based on
temperature values obtained with the first temperature
sensing element 104 and the second temperature sens-
ing element 105 and an input power for the heating ele-
ment 101. The processing means furthermore is pro-
grammed for deriving, for the at least one temperature,
a bioparticle retention time and/or detachment rate from
the thermal resistance data. In some embodiments the
processing means is adapted for obtaining a bioparticle
retention time and detachment rate asfunction of tem-
perature. According to embodiments of the present in-
vention, the processing means 106 is programmed for
using the bioparticle retention time for deriving a charac-
teristic of the target bioparticles from said bioparticle re-
tention time. In advantageous embodiments, the proces-
sor or processing means 106 is adapted for deriving a
characteristic of the target bioparticles, such as for ex-
ample a type of bioparticle such as a cell type, from the
bioparticle retention time as function of temperature. The
processing means 106 furthermore may be adapted for
filtering the data, to improve signal to noise ratio. The
processing means 106 furthermore may be adapted for
deriving from the processing means 106 may be adapted
for taking into account experimental conditions, such as
for example taking into account a heating rate or taking
into account a position bioparticles with respect to the

heating element (i.e. the bioparticles being at the side of
the heating element with respect to the remaining part of
the biocompatible substrate or at the opposite side there-
of). The processing means 106 may be programmed for
performing the above in an automated way. Such
processing means 106 may be a software based proc-
essor, as well as a hardware based processor. It may for
example make use of a predetermined algorithm, a look
up table or a neural network for performing the process-
ing.
[0073] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, the biosensing device 100 may comprise a flu-
id compartment 108 for exposing the surface of the sub-
strate 103 side comprising binding sites to a fluid. The
second temperature sensing element 105 being posi-
tioned in the fluid compartment 108. The fluid may be
used for introducing the target bioparticles. The biosens-
ing device 100 may comprise a flow cell comprising the
fluid compartment 108 and furthermore comprising a
pumping and/orvalve device for transferring fluid from
and to the fluid compartment 108. According to some
particular embodiments, the flow cell may comprise a
syringe device coupled to a Perspex flow cell with a suit-
able inner volume. The dimensions of said inner volume
are optimized towards the final device goals. To set up
a test device an example was shown having a suitable
inner volume of around 110 ml. The effective area of the
substrate surface depends on the dimensions of the flow
cell and may be in one particular example of the order of
around 28 mm2 exposed to the liquid. In some embodi-
ments, the electrode may be sealed with an O-ring. The
operation of the biosensing device may be controlled by
a controller 107. A controller 107 may control the heat
element and the temperature sensing elements for ob-
taining input power and temperature values. Such values
may be obtained for different input powers, or - corre-
sponding therewith - for different temperatures as sensed
with the first temperature sensing element.
[0074] The device also may be equipped with elec-
trodes for measuring an impedance or with a transparent
bottom for measuring a fluorescence signal, as the meas-
urement principle can be easily combined with other
measurement techniques, e.g. for cross-checking. Fur-
ther optional features and advantages may be as de-
scribed in the example below.
[0075] By way of illustration, embodiments of the
present invention not being limited thereto, a heat trans-
fer device with a surface imprinted polymer layer acting
as receptor for specific cell detection can be seen in FIG.
5.
[0076] In a third aspect, the present invention also re-
lates to a controller 107 adapted for controlling a heating
element 101, temperature sensing elements 104, 105
and a processor 106 for performing a method according
to embodiments of the first aspect of the present inven-
tion. Such a controller 107 may be part of a device as
described in the first aspect or may be suitable for com-
municating therewith. The controller 107 may be imple-
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mented as software - to be implemented on a processor
- or may be implemented as hardware. The controller
107 may be implemented, such that after activation and
obtaining the imprinted substrate, the sensing, calculat-
ing and where included the deriving step occurs in an
automated and/or automatic way. The controller 107 may
be programmed, e.g. it may include a microprocessor or
an FPGA whereon a set of instructions are implemented.
Alternatively, the controller 107 can be software based
and thus may correspond with a computer program prod-
uct. The present invention also relates to a computer pro-
gram product providing, when run on a computer, the
functionality of any of the methods as described in the
second aspect. Such a computer program product may
be carried on a data carrier, the invention thus also re-
lating to a data carrier, such as a CD-ROM, a disk, a USB
memory device, a DVD, a pc, a work station, ... storing
the computer program product in a machine readable
form or to the transmission of such a computer program
product over a network, e.g. local or wide area network.
[0077] By way of example, embodiments of the present
invention not being limited thereto, the total provided en-
ergy required to detach three different types of cells from
a surface-imprinted chip as calculated using a method
according to an embodiment of the present invention. As
discussed above cells detach from their imprinted poly-
mer layers at specific times depending on the set tem-
perature of the copper block. In view of this observation
combined with the initial hypothesis that for a given tem-
perature, the detachment time of cells from their polymer
imprinted layers depends on the type of cell, an experi-
ment was designed towards developing a new diagnostic
strategy. Three cell types; S. cerevisiae (≈123106

cells/ml), MCF-7 (1x106 cells/ml) and ZR-75 (1x106

cells/ml) were exposed to their corresponding surface
imprinted polymer layers in the heat transfer mass de-
vice. At a constant temperature of 37°C, the time-de-
pendent liquid temperature was monitored for a period
of one hour and the corresponding Rth response calcu-
lated. From the Rth response, the detachment time for
each cell type was calculated. The detachment time for
yeast cells was found to be approximately 24.2 minutes
(1454 seconds) while MCF-7 cells took a shorter time of
19 minutes (1140 seconds). ZR-75 cells took the longest
time to detach from the polymer layer with a detachment
time of 29.4 minutes (1763 seconds). The results suggest
that it is possible to detect cells based on their detach-
ment times from SIP layers. Furthermore, MCF-7 and
ZR-75 cells which are similar in size (about 20mm) have
a detachment time difference of 10.4 minutes. This time
difference is way above noise levels such as the time
taken for the Rth signal to stabilize back after a sudden
temperature change (361 minutes which is fairly con-
stant with temperature). Therefore, for measurements at
the same temperature, a cell detachment time difference
of more than 4 minutes is a reliable measure that allows
to discriminating between cells.
[0078] All data shown are for a chip temperature of 37

°C. Despite the fact that these cells are very similar in
size and shape, the proposed methodology allows to dis-
tinguish clear differences in interfacial properties of both
ZR-75 and MCR-7 cells. As a matter of fact, the adhesion
of ZR-75 is stronger than that of MCR-7, in agreement
with a recent study on the metastatic capacity of cancer
cells in relation to their adherence to endothelial cells.
The calculated energy levels are shown in FIG. 7. It is to
be noted that these are device-specific values and the
energy value refers to all released cells together, not to
an individual cell.

Claims

1. A method (200) for characterizing a bioparticle, the
method comprising

- introducing (220) the sample to a substrate
having a surface comprising a plurality of binding
sites whereon bioparticles can be bound,
- determining (230), for at least one temperature,
data representative for the interface thermal re-
sistance of the surface of the substrate suffi-
ciently long to include the detachment process
of the bioparticles, and
- deriving (240), for the at least one temperature,
a bioparticle retention time and/or detachment
rate from the data representative for the inter-
face thermal resistance data.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein said deter-
mining data representative for thermal resistance
data may be performed for a plurality of temperatures
and wherein deriving a bioparticle retention time from
the thermal resistance data comprises determining
bioparticle retention time and/or detachment rate as
function of temperature.

3. A method according to any of the previous claims,
wherein determining data representative for thermal
resistance data comprises providing a heating power
using a power at a first side of the structured sub-
strate; and

- sensing at least a temperature at the first side
of the substrate and at a second side, opposite
to the first side with respect to the substrate.

4. A method according to any of the previous claims,
the method comprising:

- obtaining a substrate (103) having a surface
comprising a plurality of binding cavities in which
the target bioparticle can be bound.

5. A method according to any of claims 1 to 4, the meth-
od further comprising, prior to said recording and
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said deriving, rinsing the substrate with a fluid.

6. A method according to any of claims 1 to 5, wherein
the method comprises providing a sample fluid in
contact with the surface comprising the plurality of
binding sites and/or wherein said obtaining a sub-
strate comprises binding the target bioparticles to
the surface comprising the plurality of binding sites.

7. A bio-sensing device (100) suitable for the detection
and/or characterization of target bioparticles, the bio-
sensing device comprising:

- a heating element (101) for heating using a
power;
- a sample holder (102) comprising a substrate
(103) having a surface comprising a plurality of
binding sites to which target bioparticles can
bind, the sample holder further being adapted
for exposing the substrate (103) at one side to
the heating element (101);
- a first temperature sensing element (104) for
sensing a temperature at the side where the sub-
strate (103) can be exposed to the heating ele-
ment and a second temperature sensing ele-
ment (105) for sensing a temperature at the side
opposite thereto with respect to the substrate
(103);
- a processing means (106) programmed for de-
termining, for at least one temperature, data rep-
resentative for thermal resistance data based
on temperature values obtained with the first
temperature sensing element (104) and the sec-
ond temperature sensing element (105) and the
power for the heating element (101),

said processing means (106) furthermore being pro-
grammed for deriving, for at least the one tempera-
ture, a bioparticle retention time and/or detachment
rate from the data representative for thermal resist-
ance data.

8. A biosensing device (100) according to claim 7,
wherein the processing means is programmed for
calculating data representative of thermal resistance
data as function of temperature and for deriving bi-
oparticle retention time as function of temperature.

9. A biosensing device (100) according to any of claims
7 or 8, wherein the substrate is an imprinted sub-
strate.

10. A biosensing device (100) according to any of claims
7 to 9, wherein the substrate is a polymer.

11. A biosensing device (100) according to any of claims
7 to 10, wherein the biosensing device (100) is adapt-
ed for characterising target bioparticles with an av-

erage diameter of D, and wherein the binding cavities
in the substrate have an average diameter in the
range 1.5 times D to 0.5 times D.

12. A biosensing device (100) according to any of the
previous claims, wherein the processing means is
adapted for outputting, based on the obtained bio-
particle retention time and/or detachment rate, a
characteristic of the target bioparticles.

13. A controller for controlling a biosensing device (100)
according to any of claims 7 to 12, the controller be-
ing programmed for performing a method according
to any of claims 1 to 6.

14. A computer program product comprising instructions
which, when executed on a processing means, in-
duce a method according to any of claims 1 to 6.

15. A diagnostic device comprising a biosensing device
according to any of claims 7 to 12, the diagnostic
device furthermore adapted for deriving based on a
characterization of the bioparticle a pathology of an
object.
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